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Actionable intelligence

Enabled by Tyco AI

Actionable intelligence Autonomous solutions
Within automation we have Tyco AI, an everevolving, deep learning solution that is infusing
Artificial Intelligence into the Tyco security
technology portfolio. With these new capabilities,
Tyco AI provides a new, more autonomous
approach to alerts, searches, privacy and access,
leveraging a facility’s surveillance infrastructure
and reducing the need for operator intervention.
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Enabled by the powerful algorithms in Tyco AI,
object classification and behaviour and facial
recognition analytics become exponentially faster
and more accurate, enabling the industry-leading
suite of Tyco’s automation solutions for access
control and video surveillance to produce critical
and customizable operational intelligence data for
nearly any customer application.

AI
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A suite of intelligent
applications
Intelligent access
Facial recognition
Tyco facial recognition technology is
already embedded into the Illustra
Insight, an automated access control
device that combines a leading-edge
security camera and facial recognition to
seamlessly grant or deny access without
cards or mobile credentials. Using Tyco
AI, Illustra Insight can simultaneously
recognize and make decisions about
multiple faces in the camera’s field of
view. As part of the camera’s antispoofing technology, two imagers
create a 3D facial topology that provides
enhanced facial detection to determine
whether a face is actually a human or a
picture.

Intelligent alert
Exacq facial matching
ExacqVision Facial Matching solution can
provide customized alerts for Persons of
Interest, such as VIPs or individuals not
permitted on the property or listed on a
watch-list.

Intelligent alert
American Dynamics Autonomous guard

and alert security staff while tracking
with either fixed or PTZ cameras within
the victor Client.

Intelligent privacy
American Dynamics - Facial
masking
Automated and assisted facial redaction
ensures the privacy of visitors by
automatically blurring the faces of
individuals unknown to the system. Your
on-going data operations also remain
compliant with GDPR and Data Privacy
legislation.

Intelligent search
American Dynamics - Person or
Vehicle of interest
With the capability to classify multiple
types of objects in the same field of view,
such as humans and vehicles, you can
search for a person by face/appearance
across many cameras and back through
the system in case of a lost child or
person of interest
Detect and identify information such as
the year, make and model of vehicles.
Track vehicles of interest across multiple
cameras to generate a timeline of
movement.

Unified 3rd party
integrations
Intelligent alert
Enhanced Perimeter Protection

Intelligent alert
Retail optimisation

Can determine if a human or vehicle has
breached a perimeter as opposed to a
leaf or other inanimate object.

Advanced analytic solutions and
artificial intelligence models that help
retailers increase net sales, enhance
the customer experience, reduce
loss, tackle sales reducing activities
(SRAs), and improve performance.

Intelligent alert
Behaviour Recognition
Deep Learning Applied to Behavioral
Video Analytics – collect behavioral
metadata for indexing and filtering to
greatly improve the efficiency of security
personnel and daily business operations.
Rules include:
• Direction
• Dwell
• Enter
• Exit
• Linger
• Object Abandoned/Removed

Intelligent alert
Weapon detection
Delivers fast, accurate threat
detection across multiple cameras
– including guns, knives, and
aggressive action. Alert security
staff through victor Client enabling
immediate, real-time assessment of
the potential threat.

Intelligent search
Object Classification &
Mitigation
Counter-drone solution for automatic
detection and safe mitigation of
drone intrusions in enterprise and
urban environment. Tracking with
either fixed or PTZ cameras within
the victor Client..

Automated management and tracking
of individuals and vehicles around the
perimeter of a facility. Identify incursions
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About Johnson Controls
At Johnson Controls, we transform the environments where people live, work, learn and play.
From optimising building performance to improving safety and enhancing comfort, we drive
the outcomes that matter most. We deliver our promise in industries such as healthcare,
education, data centers and manufacturing. With a global team of 105,000 experts in
more than 150 countries and over 130 years of innovation, we are the power behind our
customers’ mission. Our leading portfolio of building technology and solutions includes some
of the most trusted names in the industry, such as Tyco®, York®, Metasys®, Ruskin®, Titus®,
Frick®, Penn®, Sabroe®, Simplex®, Ansul® and Grinnell®.

For additional information, please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us
@johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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